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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 44
pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.This historic book may have numerous typos and missing
text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the
publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1919 Excerpt: . . . and habitual and careless inaccuracies of
speech should receive careful attention. 6. Syllabification is an important aid to learning, but the
use of diacritical marks is negative in effect. 7. The use of words in sentences is important as
emphasizing the practical utility of spelling and as giving the child opportunities for practice. 8.
Definitions have less direct value and should be used sparingly. 9. If necessary, special exercises
should be provided for definite training in the use of the dictionary. 10. In general, visual
presentation is superior to mere auditory presentation. 11. The important exercises in visual
presentation are: writing the words singly or in logical groups on the board before the children;
picking out the familiar, unfamiliar, and difficult parts of words; emphasizing the unfamiliar and
difficult parts; and associating these parts with similar parts of other words. 12. The loss in transfer
is...
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This composed book is excellent. it was actually writtern very perfectly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad advised this book to learn.
-- Maymie O'Kon-- Maymie O'Kon

Here is the finest ebook i have got read until now. It really is simplistic but excitement within the 50 percent in the book. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Lupe Connelly-- Lupe Connelly
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